GROWING
T O D AY ’ S O R G A N I S AT I O N S
FOR TOMORROW

V A X A A N A LY T I C S
C A PA B I L I T Y S TA T E M E N T
IDENTIFY - COMMUNICATE - GROW

We provide
ideas, strategies
and solutions
which produce
outcome-driven
results.

Vaxa Group is a multi-faceted communications,
advisory, data analysis and project support firm
proudly working with organisations to grow through
the identification, communication and delivery of
commercial and operational needs.
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About Vaxa Group
Founded in 2013, Vaxa Group is a privately owned communications, business
advisory, data analytics and project support company.
Our integrated complementary services assist our
clients’ growth and ambitions, meeting both planned
and surge requirements by:

•	Implementing our team’s experience and proven
past performance;

• Identifying business needs;

With experience partnering across commercial, notfor-profit, Government and for purpose organisations
across Australia and globally, we are able to design a
fit for purpose solution to assist with your growth.

• Value for money, low risk solutions.

•	Communicating and delivering business and
operational requirements;
• Offering standalone or bundled services;
• Flexible solutions tailored to your needs;

In March 2020, Aspen Medical engaged the Vaxa
Analytics team to assist with providing greater visibility
in the procurement of vital medical PPE from offshore
locations to Australia to support the COVID-19 response.
Vaxa worked closely with us to develop a response,
including creation of bespoke dashboards to oversee
key elements of the process.
Vaxa worked with us to develop and evolve the
information required to support our project outcomes.
In a very short time they built a bespoke dashboard
system to manage and report on our project
requirements, enabling the executive team to
make accurate and informed commercial and
operational decisions.

The system managed the collection and stewardship
of data. The program enabled management of critical
components including manufacturing timelines,
essential compliance certifications and quality programs,
freight management components to allow for efficient
load mastering, air charters, and delivery of goods
into the National Medical Stockpile. It also served as
a historical record.
Whilst other governments and commercial
organisations around the world were facing challenges
in analysing and delivering their critical goods, Vaxa
assisted us in delivering all items in full, providing our
client confidence in the systems to procure further
items through this supply chain.

Glenn Keys, Founder and Executive Chairman, Aspen Medical
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Vaxa Analytics
A division of Vaxa Group, Vaxa Analytics is comprised of a team of
experienced professionals who strategise, manage, and analyse our
clients’ data streams to ensure they make the correct decision, fast. Vaxa
Analytics provides project and long-term support services, either as an
integrated member of their existing team or as external trusted advisors.
Data contains meaningful insights that we use to
help our clients grow their business, assisting to
develop and achieve their long-term vision while
bypassing fruitless quick fixes.
We give our clients the tools to make strategic,
data-led and profitable business decisions and
growth plans by:
• Breaking down data complexity,
• Structuring data to suit clients’ needs, and

We pride ourselves on forming close, long term
relationships with our clients, which helps us
to develop a deep understanding of how each
client’s business operates. From there we are in
the best position to ensure the execution of data
strategy and business strategy are aligned to
support business goals.
We work with both large and small companies,
scaling and adopting our resources and services
to fit our clients’ needs and specific projects.

• Streamlining clients’ systems.

Our commitment
Vaxa Analytics demonstrates a passion and commitment that makes us valuable and
effective members of any team. We truly care about our clients and their data needs
and this is reflected by our achievements.
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Good data, but no
realised value

Our services are scalable in size, as well
as complexity, which can be configured
to contain some or all of the below.

Data
Strategy

Accurate
answers

OUR SERVICE OFFERING
The three core pillars of Vaxa Analytics’ approach
are data analysis, data management and data
strategy. These three are fundamental and
intertwined. Vaxa Analytics helps our clients
understand the practical requirements of each pillar
to achieve the complete vision over their activities.

Data strategy
Our collaborative team of strategists, analysts and
software engineers works to understand our clients’
business strategies and formulates a holistic data
strategy to understand where data can inform
upcoming key decisions.
This may include:
• Landscape analysis on all existing data streams
• Ideation on new data streams to collect
•	Developing effective team culture and skills on
understanding and using data
•	Roadmap planning of tools and systems to
implement, and why

Data management
Vaxa Analytics manages all the practical and technical
side of collecting and storing data, including security,
validation, and data warehousing. We develop the
complete end-to-end systems to support the capture of
the right data for business intelligence and operational
needs, ensuring we’re collecting the right data, from the
right place, in the right format to be useful.
This may include:
• Customer data platform implementation
•	Custom data collection and customer
tracking software
• Data cleansing and migration
• Data warehousing and data lakes

Data
Management

Visionary
initiatives, but
poor data

Data
Analysis

Useable, but
shortsighted
analysis

Our team ensures that our clients’ data pipelines are
clear and comprehensive and, when required and
where capability exists within their business, able to
provide comprehensive data reports. Alternatively,
our ongoing Data Analysis services ensure useful
knowledge is extracted from the data for efficient
business operations and decision making.

Data Analysis
Vaxa Analytics performs in-depth analysis on data
sets to glean useable knowledge from data points.
Our expert team is skilled at extracting knowledge
and insights from ‘big data’ (and small data) using
computer science, modelling and statistics to help
our clients solve problems and make objective
decisions. We report and analyse on both data we
manage on behalf of clients, or their own existing data.
This may include:
• Dashboard and reporting development
• Scenario modelling and forecasting
•	Machine learning models and AI (Artificial
Intelligence) development
• Customer segmentation and behaviour analysis
• Presentation and visualisation of data
• Business intelligence reporting
Vaxa Analytics is flexible in the tools we use for data
analysis. Our team is skilled in a range of industry
standard tools and are adept at choosing the right
tool for your business’ needs.

•	Integration with existing software packages
and business intelligence tools
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Sectors
We provide you with analysts and strategists who’ve lived the realities of
our clients’ businesses and can manage all your data intricacies.
Vaxa Analytics offers a range of targeted solutions to multiple industries.
Having successfully delivered a number of major projects, we can provide valuable data solutions quickly,
drawing on our unique pillar-based methodology and leveraging best-in-class tools.
From strategy, to management, to analysis, we work closely with our clients to ensure the right knowledge
is extracted from their data so they can focus on the important thing: growing their business.
We have directly supported
clients within the following
sectors:
•	Accounting and Financial
Planning
•	Agribusiness
•	Aviation
•	Commercial scale laundries
•	Commonwealth, State and
Local Governments
•	Construction
•	Defence
• Digital marketing
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•	Disability services

•	Legal services

•	Disaster response and
management

•	Logistics

•	Education
•	Energy
•	Extractive Industry
•	Fashion and textiles
•	Hospitality
•	Impact
•	Infrastructure - water,
transport
•	Insurance

•	Manufacturing
•	Media
•	Mining and resources
•	Property development
•	Retail
•	Software/ tech sector
•	Technology
•	Tourism and recreation
•	Transport

Who we work with
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Case Studies

Endeavour Foundation
Endeavour Foundation is an independent, for
purpose organisation established in 1951 with
a vision to support people with an intellectual
disability to live their best life. Endeavour
Foundation Lotteries fundraising contributes to
programs and services that deliver on making
possibilities a reality for people with a disability.
Vaxa Analytics was engaged to analyse the
performance of their complex lottery product, with
an aim to discover and unlock growth opportunities
using data-driven decision making. Endeavour
Foundation Lotteries chose Vaxa Analytics to
undertake this scope of work based on the proven
track record in the foundation’s commercial
industry arm, Endeavour Foundation Industries.
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THE OUTCOME
The Vaxa Analytics team delivered critical
pieces of data management infrastructure –
including the introduction of state-of-the-art
marketing automation and behavioural analytics
platforms and providing project services on
the replacement of the core lottery software
system – towards an automatic and unified
view of customers and the product. The team
designed and operationalised new data sets via
self-service reporting and enabled more advanced
capabilities like machine learning and multivariate
analysis. These capabilities delivered accurate
answers on complex questions like customer
churn, segmentation, purchase propensity and
revenue forecasts. By understanding Endeavour
Foundation Lotteries’ long term product strategy
and building and delivering an aligned data
strategy, Vaxa Analytics unlocked millions in
annual revenue improvements and laid the
foundations for improved customer experience
and product growth moving forward.

Integrated Services
As a diverse, multi-faceted agency, Vaxa Group provide the
following complementary services:

Copywriting and document preparation
• Information memoranda and IPO documentation
• Delivery of key messages and Q&A, factsheets
• Grant and tender applications
•	Writing, project management and delivery of
Board papers
•	Executive summaries and plain English conversion
of technical documents
•	Magazine and custom publication production
•	Copywriting - including capability statements,
websites, and other marketing collateral

•	Analysis
•	Brand ambassadorship
•	Business Advisory
•	Business Continuity Planning
•	Business Development Strategy
•	Business planning
•	Contract management
•	Crisis and Disaster Planning

Stakeholder relations

•	Governance

•	Community and stakeholder engagement

•	Government relations

•	Investor relations
•	Government relations

•	Forecasting

•	Public relations

•	Issue management

Strategic communications and marketing

•	Logistics

•	Communication strategies and practical
implementation plans

•	Operational planning

•	Website management – copywriting and reporting

•	Procurement

•	Content marketing

•	Strategy

•	Marketing audits and strategy recommendation
•	Social media – including strategy and management

•	Sales and Marketing Strategy

•	Digital marketing campaign management

•	Strategic Partnership Strategies

•	Internal communication

•	Supply and Value Chain Solutions

•	Workshop facilitation
Media planning, relations and training
•	Media planning and relations, including media
training
•	Crisis and issue management
•	Presentation and speech support – including
coaching, speech writing and pitch decks
•	Road shows, events and speaking arrangements
•	Team profile raising – including speaker profiles
and LinkedIn profiles
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Your Vaxa Analytics Team
Curtis West
VAX A G R O U P PARTNE R - DATA AN ALY TICS SPE CI ALIST
Curtis is a data analytics specialist, business
analyst, and software engineer bringing
together experience in these areas and
his outcomes-driven motivation to deliver
meaningful results in a range of business
areas. He is adept at understanding the
complex but important intersection of
business and data strategies and can
rapidly develop a practical plan to realise
improved commercial outcomes. He
has demonstrated this with a range of
commercial and for-purpose organisations
across industry sectors.
Curtis is able to engage and communicate
technical detail effectively with technical
and non-technical stakeholders. He and
his team have demonstrated their ability to

deliver results despite limited or restricted
existing infrastructure, while still seamlessly
integrating existing processes and systems
via a strong change management process.
Curtis’ specialist data skills range
from data strategy, to management,
through to delivering in-depth specialist
analysis. His software background has
demonstrated skill in requirement gathering,
design, development, configuration, and
implementation, including upskilling business
users on new software. Curtis is passionate
about truly understanding businesses endto-end and can help find the root-cause
of issues, advise, and consult on existing
problems, and deliver solutions that work.

Ben Wilkinson
DATA MO D EL AN ALYST
Ben is a QUT graduate with a degree in
applied mathematics and is completing a
master’s degree in applied mathematics. He
has demonstrated the practical application
of his mathematical skills in the development
of systems, data and financial analysis for
clients including Brisbane City Council and
Aspen Medical.

Ben is a valued member of the Vaxa Analytics
team and brings specialist capability in
modelling and analysis of extremely complex
or novel scenarios for clients.

Tyrone Ranatunga
DATA AN ALYS T AND STRATE GIST
Tyrone specialises in data analysis, software
engineering, technology assurance and project
services. He has demonstrated his experience
in software design and implementation, IT
uplift, technical and business analysis, risk
analysis and mitigation, project assurance
and business resilience. His business and
technical background drives balanced
executive decision-making for his clients, as
his understanding of both business strategy
and software practicalities is innate.
Tyrone is an engaging and effective
communicator for technical and non-technical
stakeholders alike. He has demonstrated his
ability to deliver results effectively, despite
managing environments with constrained
resourcing and competing priorities.
Recently involved in a replacement project
of a complex lotteries management system,
Tyrone managed the validation and testing
for the project prior to go-live, including the
design and implementation of automated
data migration verification and validation

tools to validate tens of millions of records,
using Power BI dashboards used by executive
management and risk management teams.
Tyrone was also involved in a highly
successful IT establishment project for a
heavily regulated Energy Sector start-up
client. He worked with the client by facilitating
workshops and focus groups to understand
business processes, capturing effective
requirements to maximise usability of the
existing energy trading platform while guiding
competing stakeholder expectations ahead of
a legislated project launch date.
During his time on this project, Tyrone
uplifted mission-critical business continuity
capabilities of the client through conducting
a Business Impact Assessment which led
to the development of Business Continuity
and IT Disaster Recovery Plans spanning
across key areas of the business. Tyrone also
successfully scaled a project for an NGO client
to validate, clean and migrate mailing address
data automatically into a new system.

Jarrod Koning
BU S INES S AN ALYS T
Jarrod is nearing completion of an Economics
and Finance degree (QUT) with experience in
marketing, customer service and economic
analysis. He has expertise and experience
in project support work, including business
analysis, requirements gathering, and data
collection and research activities for clients.

Since completing his internship with
Vaxa Group, Jarrod has demonstrated his
adaptability by working on infrastructure
and development proposals, and in
sectors including resources, IT, and water
infrastructure for Vaxa Group.

Contact
vaxagroup.com
+61 7 3102 4145
82 Latrobe Terrace, Paddington
Queensland, Australia 4064
PO Box 830, Paddington QLD 4064
EMAIL: info@vaxagroup.com
Connect with us

